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Abstract
In classical shallow water wave (SWW) theory, there exist two integrable one-dimensional SWW equation [Hirota-
Satsuma (HS) type and Ablowitz-Kaup-Newell-Segur (AKNS) type] in the Boussinesq approximation. In this
paper, we mainly focus on the integrable SWW equation of AKNS type. The nonlocal symmetry in form of
square spectral function is derived starting from its Lax pair. Infinitely many nonlocal symmetries are presented by
introducing the arbitrary spectrum parameter. These nonlocal symmetries can be localized and the SWW equation
is extended to enlarged system with auxiliary dependent variables. Then Darboux transformation for the prolonged
system is found by solving the initial value problem. Similarity reductions related to the nonlocal symmetry and
explicit group invariant solutions are obtained. It is shown that the soliton-cnoidal wave interaction solution,
which represents soliton lying on a cnoidal periodic wave background, can be obtained analytically. Interesting
characteristics of the interaction solution between soliton and cnoidal periodic wave are displayed graphically.
Keywords: shallow water wave equation, nonlocal symmetry, Darboux transformation, soliton-cnoidal wave
interaction solution
1. Introduction
The shallow water wave (SWW) theory is devoted to study the surface wave in shallow water where the wave-
length of the water is much larger than the local water depth. Then the SWWs are termed as the flow at the free
surface of a body of shallow water under the force of gravity, or to the flow below a horizontal pressure surface
in a fluid [1–3]. As one of the pioneers of hydrodynamics, Stokes [3] derived the equations for the motion of
incompressible, inviscid fluid, subject to a constant vertical gravitational force, where the fluid is bounded below
by an impermeable bottom and above by a free surface. Starting from these fundamental equations and by mak-
ing further simplifying assumptions, various shallow water wave models, especially some completely integrable
nonlinear partial differential equations, can be derived at different levels of approximation. Such shallow water
models are widely used in oceanography and atmospheric science. The classical reduced cases mainly include
the Korteweg-de Vries(KdV) equation [4], the regularized long-wave equation(or the Benjamin-Bona-Mahony
equation) [5], the one-dimensional (1D) SWW equation [6, 7] and the Camassa-Holm equation [8]. Among these
nonlinear equations, the 1D SWW equation
Uxxt + αUUt + βUx∂−1x Ut − Ut − Ux = 0, (1)
with α and β being arbitrary nonzero-constants, arises from the Boussinesq approximation in which vertical varia-
tions of the static density are neglected. The integral term in Eq. (1) can be removed by introducing the potential
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u. By taking ux = U, the nonlocal form (1) can be written as
uxxxt + αuxuxt + βutuxx − uxt − uxx = 0, (2)
There are two special cases of this equation which are completely integrable: (i) when α = 2β, Eq. (2) becomes
uxxxt + 2βuxuxt + βutuxx − uxt − uxx = 0, (3)
which is called as the SWW-Ablowitz-Kaup-Newell-Segur (SWW-AKNS) equation [6], since Ablowitz, Kaup,
Newell and Segur showed that Eq.(3) is solvable via inverse scattering method; (ii) when α = β, Eq.(2) reduces to
uxxxt + βuxuxt + βutuxx − uxt − uxx = 0, (4)
which is referred to the SWW-Hirota-Satsuma (SWW-HS) equation [7], because Hirota and Satsuma studied Eq.(4)
by using Hirota’s bilinear method. There is no scaling transformation that reduces (3) to (4) so that the SWW-
AKNS and SWW-HS equations are fundamentally different. The SWW Eq.(2) was also discussed by Hietarinta[9]
in the Hirota’s bilinear form. Clarkson and Mansfield [10, 11] have carried out classical and non-classical sym-
metry reductions for the SWW Eq.(2) and further obtained exact solutions with the rich variety of qualitative
behaviours.
The symmetry method is one of most powerful tools in differential equations. For a given differential system,
the general symmetry groups and associated reductions can be realized by using the classical or nonclassical
Lie group method [12, 13]. Apart from these local symmetries, the study of nonlocal symmetry have received
much attention and some effective techniques to find nonlocal symmetries have been developed[14]. In particular,
for the integrable system, there exists a class of nonlocal symmetries related to the recursion operator and its
inverse, Lax pair, Ba¨cklund transformation, the conformal invariant form and pseudopotentials [15–20]. When
such nonlocal symmetries are converted into local ones, the application of symmetry group is further extended
[21–31]. For instance, the second type of Darboux transformation for the KdV equation was found by localizing
the nonlocal symmetry related to the spectral function [22, 24, 31]. Therefore, the first objective of our paper is to
derive nonlocal symmetry for integrable SWW-AKNS equation (3) from its Lax pair, and further to localize such
nonlocal symmetry by introducing the potential variables. Then we start from local symmetries to construct the
corresponding Darboux transformation which, to the best our knowledge, was never reported before.
Solitary waves and cnoidal periodic waves are two typical continuous waves widely appearing in many physical
fields, especially in nonlinear integrable system. Considering the potential applicability of such two waves, it is
desirable to have one kind of more generalized solution to describe the real complicated waves. One possible case
is to construct an interaction solution between solitons and cnoidal periodic waves [32]. However, it is not easy
to obtain this interaction solution via other traditional methods such as Darboux transformation, Ba¨cklund and
Hirota’s bilinear method. Very recently, starting from symmetry reductions of nonlocal symmetry, various exact
interaction solutions among solitons and other complicated waves, especially, the soliton-cnoidal periodic wave
interaction solution have been found from the group invariant solutions [21–30]. For the SWW-AKNS equation,
in the localizing procedure of the nonlocal symmetry, the original equation is extended to a prolonged system
with four dependent variables. After the localization of the nonlocal symmetry, we devote to construct interacting
solution between soliton and cnoidal periodic wave from the associated symmetry reductions from the classical
Lie point symmetry of the enlarged system.
The paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2, we first derive the nonlocal symmetry for the SWW-AKNS
2
equation from it Lax pair. Then the nonlocal symmetry is localized by extending the original equation to an en-
larged system and the finite symmetry transformation is obtain. Furthermore, due to the existence of the spectrum
parameter, infinitely many nonlocal symmetries are given and the corresponding finite symmetry transformation,
i.e., Darboux transformation of the second type is provided. For the enlarged system, the general Lie point sym-
metry is performed and the corresponding similarity reductions are followed in Section 3. In section 4, explicit
invariant solutions regarding the interactions between soltion and cnoidal periodic waves are presented and dis-
played graphically. In the last section, some conclusions and discussions are given.
2. Nonlocal symmetry, localization and Darboux transformation
For the SWW-AKNS Eq.(3), its Lax pair reads
ψxx +
1
2
βuxψ − λψ = 0, (5)
(4λ − 1)ψt − (1 − βut)ψx − 12βuxtψ = 0, (6)
where ψ is the spectral function and λ is the spectral parameter.
A symmetry of Eq.(3) is defined as a solution of the linearized equation
σxxxt + 2β(uxσx)t + βutσxx + βσtuxx − σxx − σxt = 0. (7)
This means that Eq.(3) is form invariant under the transformation u→ u + σ with the infinitesimal parameter.
By the direct calculation, we find that Eq.(3) has the following square spectral function symmetry
σ = ψ2. (8)
In order to localize the nonlocal symmetry (8), we need to introduce the auxiliary variables p = p(x, t) and
φ = φ(x, t) with the relations
φ = ψx, px = ψ2. (9)
Then, we list the linearized equations of the prolonged system (3), (5) and (9) as follows
σuxxxt + 2β(uxσ
u
x)t + βutσ
u
xx + βσ
u
t uxx − σuxx − σuxt = 0, (10)
σ
ψ
xx +
1
2
β(σuxψ + uxσ
ψ) − λσψ = 0, (11)
σ
ψ
x − σφ = 0, (12)
σ
p
x − 2σψψ = 0. (13)
It is easy to verify that Eqs.(10)–(13) have a solution
σ =

σu
σψ
σφ
σp

=

ψ2
− β4 pψ
− β4 (ψ3 + pφ)
− β4 p2

, (14)
Thus the nonlocal symmetry (8) becomes the local Lie point symmetry (14) of the prolonged system (3), (5) and
3
(9).
Here, we prefer to mention another important fact. From (5), (6) and (9), one can find that the introduced
variable p just satisfies the Schwartzian form of the SWW-AKNS equation pxxxpx − 32
(
pxx
px
)2
t
+ (4λ − 1)
(
pt
px
)
x
= 0,
which possesses the Mo¨bious (conformal) invariance property. Thus σp = − β4 p2 in (14) is the infinitesimal form
of the Mo¨bious transformation.
By solving the initial value problem
dU()
d
= Ψ()2, U(0) = u,
dΨ()
d
= −β
4
P()Ψ(), Ψ(0) = ψ, (15)
dΦ()
d
= −β
4
[Ψ()3 + P()Φ()], Φ(0) = φ,
dP()
d
= −β
4
P()2, P(0) = p,
one can derive the finite transformation straightforwardly, which can be stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 1 If {u, ψ, φ, p} is a solution of the extended system (3), (5) and (9), so is {U(),Ψ(),Φ(),P()} with
U() = u +
4ψ2
βp + 4
, (16)
Ψ() =
4ψ
βp + 4
, (17)
Φ() =
4φ
βp + 4
− 4βψ
3
(βp + 4)2
, (18)
P() =
4p
βp + 4
, (19)
where  is an arbitrary group parameter.
Due to the arbitrariness of the spectral parameter λ in the nonlocal symmetry (8), we can obtain infinitely many
nonlocal symmetry
σun =
n∑
i=1
ciψ2i , n = 1, 2, · · · , (20)
where ψi, i = 1, 2, · · · , n are spectral functions in Lax pairs (5)-(6) with different spectral parameters λi , λ j for
∀ j , i. Further, we introduce the following enlarged system
uxxxt + 2βuxuxt + βutuxx − uxt − uxx = 0, (21)
ψi,xx +
1
2
βuxψi − λiψi = 0, (22)
(4λi − 1)ψi,t − (1 − βut)ψi,x − 12βuxtψi = 0, (23)
φi = ψi,x, pi,x = ψ2i , (24)
4
for i = 1, 2, · · · , n. Then the nonlocal symmetry (20) becomes local Lie point symmetries
σu =
n∑
i=1
ciψ2i ,
σψ j = −β
4
c jψ jp j +
β
4
n∑
i, j
ciψi(ψiφ j − ψ jφi)
λi − λ j , (25)
σφ j = −β
4
c j(ψ3j + p jφ j) −
β
4
n∑
i, j
ci[ψ2i ψ j −
φi(ψiφ j − ψ jφi)
λi − λ j ],
σp j = −β
4
c jp2j −
β
4
n∑
i, j
ci(ψiφ j − ψ jφi)2
(λi − λ j)2 ,
with j = 1, 2, · · · , n, which is a solution of linearized system
σuxxxt + 2β(uxσ
u
x)t + βutσ
u
xx + βσ
u
t uxx − σuxx − σuxt = 0, (26)
σ
ψ j
xx +
1
2
β(σuxψ j + uxσ
ψ j ) − λ jσψ j = 0, (27)
σ
ψ j
x − σφ j = 0, (28)
σ
p j
x − 2σψ jψ j = 0, (29)
for j = 1, 2, · · · , n. Here the local symmetries (25) can be verified by the direct calculation. Without loss of
generality, we fix ci , 0 and ck = 0(k , i), then
σu = ciψ2i , (30)
which is a known solution of (26). For i = j, substituting (30) into (27) yields
σ
ψ j
xx +
1
2
β(c jψ j(ψ2j )x + uxσ
ψ j ) − λ jσψ j = 0. (31)
By eliminating ux in (31) through (22) with i = j, one has
σ
ψ j
xx +
1
2
βc jψ j(ψ2j )x −
ψ j,xx
ψ j
σψ j = 0. (32)
It is easy to check that Eqs.(27)–(29) have the solution
σψ j = −β
4
c jψ jp j, σφ j = −β4c j(ψ
3
j + p jφ j), σ
p j = −β
4
c jp2j . (33)
For i , j, we have
σ
ψi
xx +
1
2
βc jψi(ψ2j )x − (
ψ j,xx
ψ j
− λ j + λi)σψi = 0. (34)
By using the relation that comes from the Lax pairs
ψi,xx
ψi
− λi = ψ j,xx
ψ j
− λ j, (35)
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one can easily obtain
σψi =
β
4
ciψi(ψiφ j − ψ jφi)
λi − λ j , σ
φi = −β
4
ci[ψ2i ψ j −
φi(ψiφ j − ψ jφi)
λi − λ j ], σ
pi = −β
4
ci(ψiφ j − ψ jφi)2
(λi − λ j)2 . (36)
Now, we can consider the following initial value problem
dU()
d
=
n∑
i=1
ciΨ2i (),
dΨ j()
d
= −β
4
c jΨ j()P j() +
β
4
n∑
i, j
ciΨi()[Ψi()Φ j() − Ψ j()Φi()]
λi − λ j ,
dΦ j()
d
= −β
4
c j[Ψ3j ()+P j()Φ j()] −
β
4
n∑
i, j
ci{Ψ2i ()Ψ j() −
Φi()[Ψi()Φ j() − Ψ j()Φi()]
λi − λ j }, (37)
dP j()
d
= −β
4
c jP2j () −
β
4
n∑
i, j
ci[Ψi()Φ j() − Ψ j()Φi()]2
(λi − λ j)2 ,
U(0) = u, Ψ j(0) = ψ j, Φ j(0) = φ j, P j(0) = p j,
for j = 1, · · · , n. By solving Eqs.(37), one can obtain the corresponding finite transformation, which is summarized
to the theorem as follows.
Theorem 2 If {u, ψi, φi, pi, i = 1, 2, · · · , n} is a solution of the enlarged system (21)–(24), so is
{U(),Ψi(),Φi(),Pi(),i = 1, 2, · · · , n} with
U() = u +
4
β
(ln |M|)x, (38)
Ψi() = −4 |Ni||M| , (39)
Φi() = Ψi,x(), (40)
Pi() = 4
|Mi|
|M| , (41)
where |M|, |Mi| and |Ni| are determinants of the matrices defined by
M =

c1βp1 + 4 c1βw12 · · · c1βw1 j · · · c1βw1n
c2βw12 c2βp2 + 4 · · · c2βw2 j · · · c2βw2n
...
...
...
...
...
...
c jβw1 j c jβw2 j · · · c jβp j + 4 · · · c jβw jn
...
...
...
...
...
...
cnβw1n cnβw2n · · · cnβw jn · · · cnβpn + 4

,
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Mi =

c1βp1 + 4 c1βw12 · · · c1βw1,i−1 c1βw1i c1βw1,i+1 · · · c1βw1n
c2βw12 c2βp2 + 4 · · · c2βw2,i−1 c2βw2i c2βw2,i+1 · · · c2βw2n
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
ci−1βw1,i−1 ci−1βw2,i−1 · · · ci−1βpi−1 + 4 ci−1βwi−1,i ci−1βwi−1,i+1 · · · ci−1βwi−1,n
w1i w2i · · · wi,i−1 pi wi,i+1 · · · win
ci+1βw1,i+1 ci+1βw2,i+1 · · · ci+1βwi−1,i+1 ci+1βwi,i+1 ci+1βpi+1 + 4 · · · ci+1βwi+1,n
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
cnβw1n cnβw2n · · · cnβwi−1,n cnβwin cnβwi+1,n · · · cnβpn + 4

,
Ni =

c1βp1 + 4 c1βw12 · · · c1βw1,i−1 c1βw1i c1βw1,i+1 · · · c1βw1n
c2βw12 c2βp2 + 4 · · · c2βw2,i−1 c2βw2i c2βw2,i+1 · · · c2βw2n
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
ci−1βw1,i−1 ci−1βw2,i−1 · · · ci−1βpi−1 + 4 ci−1βwi−1,i ci−1βwi−1,i+1 · · · ci−1βwi−1,n
ψ1 ψ2 · · · ψi−1 −ψi ψi+1 · · · ψn
ci+1βw1,i+1 ci+1βw2,i+1 · · · ci+1βwi−1,i+1 ci+1βwi,i+1 ci+1βpi+1 + 4 · · · ci+1βwi+1,n
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
cnβw1n cnβw2n · · · cnβwi−1,n cnβwin cnβwi+1,n · · · cnβpn + 4

,
and
wi j =
ψiφ j − φiψ j
λi − λ j .
It should be point out that the finite transformation in the theorem is equivalent to Darboux transformation of
the second type (i.e., the binary DT or Levi transformation). Thus, the multiple solitons can be obtained from
Theorem 2. For instance, we take the trivial solution u = 0 of Eq.(3). From (22)-(24) with λi = ki4 , one can find the
special solution
ψi = exp[
ki
2
x +
kit
2(k2i − 1)
], φi =
ki
2
exp[
ki
2
x +
kit
2(k2i − 1)
], pi =
1
ki
exp(kix +
kit
k2i − 1
), (42)
and then
wi j = − 2ki + k j exp
ki + k j2 [x + kik j − 1(k2i − 1)(k2j − 1) t]
 . (43)
Substituting (42) and (43) into the transformation (38), we can obtain the multi-soliton solution of SWW-AKNS
equation. For the case n = 2, the determinant |M| reads
|M| = 16 + 4β[c1
k1
exp(k1x +
k1t
k21 − 1
) +
c2
k2
exp(k2x +
k2t
k22 − 1
)]
+c1c2β2
(k1 − k2)2
k1k2(k1 + k2)2
exp[(k1 + k2)x + (
k1
k21 − 1
+
k2
k22 − 1
)t], (44)
for the two-soliton solution.
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3. Similarity reductions with the nonlocal symmetry
Symmetry reduction is one of the main purposes for calculating symmetries of differential equation(s). For the
SWW-AKNS equarion, its extended system has been listed in the last section. It is easy to demonstrate that the
general Lie point symmetry solution of the extended SWW-AKNS system of Eqs. (3), (5), (6) and (9) has the form
σ =

σu
σψ
σφ
σp
σλ

=

(c1x + c2)ux + f ut − c3 − 1β ( f + c1x + c1t) + c1u + c4ψ2
(c1x + c2)ψx + fψt − 14 (c4βp + 4c5)ψ
(c1x + c2)φx + fφt − 14 (c4βp − 4c1 + 4c5)φ − 14c4βψ3
(c1x + c2)px + f pt − c6 − (c1 + 2c5)p − 14c4βp2
2c1λ − 12c1

, (45)
where f = f (t) is an arbitrary function of t. Notice that one component of the symmetry (45) with ci = 0(i =
1, 2, 3, 5, 6), f = 0 and c4 = 1 is just corresponding to the localized symmetry of the nonlocal symmetry (14).
Besides, it is found that the scaling of the augmented system must accompany the transformation of the spectral
parameter λ. When ci = 0(i = 3, 4, 5, 6), the symmetry (45) is just the general Lie point symmetry of the SWW-
AKNS Eq.(3) [10, 11].
To obtain group invariant solutions, one need to solve the invariant conditions σi = 0 with i = u, ψ, φ, p and
λ. Here, we need to require c4 , 0, which guarantees to give the group invariant solutions related to the nonlocal
symmetry. Meanwhile, from the condition σλ = 0, namely, 2c1λ − 12c1 = 0, we have to choose c1 = 0 since
λ cannot be equal to 14 . It means that no scaling transformation happens for the extended SWW-AKNS system.
Without loss of generality, we redefine k2 = 4c25 − βc4c6 and then there are two nontrivial symmetry reductions.
Case 1 k , 0. In this case, we set f = 1/g˙ and obtain the similarity solutions
u = c3g +
t
β
+ U(z) − 2c4
k
Ψ(z)2 tanh{ k
2
[g + P(z)]}, (46)
ψ = Ψ(z)sech{ k
2
[g + P(z)]}, (47)
φ = Φ(z)sech{ k
2
[g + P(z)]} + βc4
2k
Ψ(z)3sinh{ k
2
[g + P(z)]}sech2{ k
2
[g + P(z)]}, (48)
p = − 2
βc4
tanh{ k
2
[g + P(z)]} − 4c5
βc4
, (49)
with the similarity variable z = x − c2g. Substituting (46)-(49) into the extended system leads to
Pz(z) = Q(z), Ψ(z) = ±k
√
Q(z)
βc4
, Φ(z) = ∓ kQz(z)
2
√−βc4Q(z) , (50)
Uz(z) =
2λ
β
− k
2Q(z)2
β
− Qzz(z)
βQ(z)
+
Q2z (z)
2βQ(z)2
, (51)
where Q(z) satisfies the ordinary differential equation
Q2z (z) = a1Q(z) + a2Q(z)
2 + a3Q(z)3 + a4Q(z)4, (52)
with
a1 =
1 − 4λ
c2
, a2 = 12λ − 2 − 2βc3c2 , a4 = k
2. (53)
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Case 2 k = 0. In this case, we still set f = 1/g˙ and have the similarity solutions
u = c3g +
t
β
+ U(z) +
c4Ψ2(z)
g + P(z)
, (54)
ψ =
Ψ(z)
g + P(z)
, (55)
φ =
Φ(z)
g + P(z)
− βc4Ψ
3(z)
4[g + P(z)]2
, (56)
p = − 4
βc4[g + P(z)]
− 4c5
βc4
, (57)
with the similarity variable z = x − c2g. Substituting (54)-(57) into the extended system yields
Pz(z) = Q(z), Ψ(z) = ±2
√
Q(z)
βc4
, Φ(z) = ± Qz(z)√
βc4Q(z)
, (58)
Uz(z) =
2λ
β
− Qzz(z)
βQ(z)
+
Q2z (z)
2βQ(z)2
, (59)
where Q(z) satisfies the ordinary differential equation
Q2z (z) = a1Q(z) + a2Q(z)
2 + a3Q(z)3, (60)
with
a1 =
1 − 4λ
c2
, a2 = 12λ − 2 − 2βc3c2 .
4. Explicit soltion-cnoidal periodic wave interaction solutions
From the two reductions in the last section, we know that the explicit solution of the SWW-AKNS equation can
be acquired by solving the last reduction equations (52) and (60), respectively. The general solutions of Eqs.(52)
and (60) are given in terms of Jacobi elliptic function. Hence, two kinds of solutions represent the interactions
among cnoidal periodic waves and soliton, rational waves. To show more clearly of the interacting behavior
occurring at the different types of nonlinear wave, we only provide two special solutions regarding the interactions
between soltion and cnoidal periodic waves from the first reduction.
For the first case of symmetry reductions, it is known that the explicit solution of the SWW-AKNS equation
(the original physical quantity) is finally expressed as
U =
2λ
β
+
k2Q(z)2
2β
− Qzz(z)
βQ(z)
+
Q2z (z)
2βQ(z)2
+
2k
β
Qz(z) tanh
{
k
2
[
g +
∫
Q(z)dz
]}
−k
2
β
Q2(z) tanh2
{
k
2
[
g +
∫
Q(z)dz
]}
, (61)
where Q(z) is determined by (52) and z = x − c2g.
Case 1 A simple solution of the reduction Eq. (52) is given by
Q(z) = b0[1 + msn(b0kz,m)], (62)
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with
a3 = −4b0k2, β = − c22c3 {b
2
0k
2[6b0c2(m2 − 1) − m2 + 5] − 1}, λ = 14 −
c2
2
b30k
2(m2 − 1),
then we have the first type of soltion-cnoidal periodic wave interaction solution
U =
2λ
β
+
b20k
2
2β
{
(m2 + 3) − 2[1 − msn(ξ,m)]2 + 4mcn(ξ,m)dn(ξ,m) tanh(η)
−2[1 + msn(ξ,m)]2 tanh2(η)
}
, (63)
with ξ = b0k(x − c2g) and η = 12 {kg + ξ + ln[dn(ξ,m) − mcn(ξ,m)]}.
Figure 1: (Color online) The first type of soliton-cnoidal wave interaction solution (63) with the parameters c2 = 0.5, c3 = 1, b0 = 0.6,m =
0.3, k = 1 and g = t: (a) the profile at t = 0; (b) the profile at x = 0; (c) the three-dimensional plot; (d) the density plot.
Figure 2: (Color online) The first type of soliton-cnoidal wave interaction solution (63) degenerates to the resonant two-soliton with the modulus
m = 1, and other parameters are the same as ones in Fig.1: (a) the three-dimensional plot; (b) the density plot.
Two group of examples corresponding to the first type of soliton-cnoidal wave interaction solution (63) under
the different choices of the parameters are illustrated in Figs.1-3. In Figs.1 and 2, we exhibit such interaction
solution when the arbitrary function g is chosen as a linear function g = t. Clearly, one can observe that a dark
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Figure 3: (Color online) The first type of soliton-cnoidal wave interaction solution (63) with the parameters c2 = 0.5, c3 = 1, b0 = 0.6,m =
0.3, k = 1 and g = 5 sin( 13 t): (a) the three-dimensional plot; (b) the density plot. The degenerated case takes the same parameters except the
modulus m = 1: (c) the three-dimensional plot; (d) the density plot.
soliton propagates on a cnoidal wave background instead of the plane continuous wave background in Fig.1. In
particular, when all other parameters are fixed but the the Jacobian elliptic function’s modulus takes the limit
m = 1, the periodic wave is reduced to solitary wave and the interaction solution becomes the resonant two-soliton,
which is shown in Fig.2. As another kind of illustrated case, we take the arbitrary function g as a periodic function
g = 5 sin( 13 t), then the soliton-cnoidal wave interaction solution and the degenerated soliton move according to the
periodic function 5 sin( 13 t) respectively, which are displayed distinctly in Fig.3.
Case 2 Another special solution of the reduction Eq. (52) reads
Q(z) =
1
b0 + b1sn2(dz,m)
, (64)
with
a3 = −
k2(3b20m
2 + 2b0b1m2 + 2b0b1 + b21)
b0(b0 + b1)(b0m2 + b1)
, β =
c2
2c3
− c2k
2(3b0m2 + b1m2 − 3c2m2 + b1)
2c3b0(b0 + b1)(b0m2 + b1)
,
λ =
1
4
+
c2k2m2
4b0(b0 + b1)(b0m2 + b1)
, d =
k
2
√
−b1
b0(b0 + b1)(b0m2 + b1)
.
Thus, the second type of soltion-cnoidal periodic wave interaction solution has the form
U =
2λ
β
+
1
β[b0 + b1sn2(ξ,m)]2
{k2
2
+ 2b1d2[b0 − 2A1sn2(ξ,m) + A2sn4(ξ,m)]
−4b1dksn(ξ,m)cn(ξ,m)dn(ξ,m) tanh(η) − k2 tanh2(η)
}
, (65)
with A1 = b0 + b1 + b0m2, A2 = 3b0m2 + b1m2 + b1, ξ = d(x − c2g), η = k2db0 {db0g + Epi[sn(ξ,m),− b1b0 ,m]} and Epi
is the third type of incomplete elliptic integral.
For the second type of soliton-cnoidal wave interaction solution (63), we still illustrate it graphically for two
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Figure 4: (Color online) The second type of soliton-cnoidal wave interaction solution (65) with the parameters c2 = c3 = k = 1, b0 = 0.8, b1 =
−0.3,m = 0.9 and g = 0.5t: (a) the profile at t = 0; (b) the profile at x = 0; (c) the three-dimensional plot; (d) the density plot .
Figure 5: (Color online) The second type of soliton-cnoidal waveinteraction solution (65) degenerates to the two-soliton with the modulus
m = 1, and other parameters are the same as ones in Fig.4: (a) the three-dimensional plot; (b) the density plot.
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cases with the different values of parameters in Figs.4-6. For the first case, the arbitrary function g in (63) is
fixed as a linear function g = 0.5t. It can be seen that a bell-shaped bright soliton propagates on a cnoidal wave
background in Fig.4 when the modulus m , 1, while the degenerated case exhibits that two bright soliton undergo
elastic collision when m = 1 in Fig.5. Similarly, if the arbitrary function g is chosen as a periodic function
g = 5 sin( 13 t), then the soliton-cnoidal wave interaction solution and the two soliton move according to the taken
periodic function. These continuous nonlinear wave propagating behaviors are shown in Fig.6 respectively.
Figure 6: (Color online) The second type of soliton-cnoidal wave interaction solution (65) with the parameters c2 = 0.5, c3 = 1, b0 = 0.6,m =
0.9, k = 1 and g = 5 sin( 13 t): (a) the three-dimensional plot; (b) the density plot. The degenerated case takes the same parameters except the
modulus m = 1: (c) the three-dimensional plot; (d) the density plot.
5. Summary and discussions
In this paper, we study the nonlocal symmetry for the integrable SWW equation of AKNS type in classical
shallow water wave theory. Starting from Lax pair of the SWW-AKNS equation, nonlocal symmetry expressed
by the square spectral function is derived. Then infinitely many nonlocal symmetries are obtain by introducing
the arbitrary spectrum parameter. These nonlocal symmetries are localized by embodying some new auxiliary
dependent variables and the SWW equation is extended to enlarged system. By solving the initial value problem,
Darboux transformation for the prolonged system is established due to the arbitrariness of the spectral parameter.
For the enlarged system, the standard Lie point symmetry is used to study similarity reductions and explicit group
invariant solutions. The results show that in these similar solutions, one can obtain a kind of exact soliton-cnoidal
wave interaction solution, which represents soliton propagating on a cnoidal periodic wave background. Interesting
characteristics of the interaction solution between soliton and cnoidal periodic wave are displayed graphically and
discussed analytically. This type of solution is expected to applicable to the analysis of physically interesting
processes in shallow water wave.
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